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Your Board recently decided to install a non-slip surface to the concrete path area depicted in the
photo below. The existing concrete paths will be resurfaced with a slightly ‘soft’ material that will
help cushion a fall. However, the main aim of installing it is to hopefully prevent falls from occurring
in the first place by ironing out any lumps and bumps within the existing pathways.

The new surface will run from the ramp at the extreme left of the picture around to the gate at the
extreme right and up to the Mat Room. We seek your patience while the work is being carried out.
SPONSORSHIP
On a very different note, I think most of you know that our Sponsorship Manager, Alan Wilson, is
struggling with some health issues at present. He has asked the Board to find a replacement for
him. Willo has agreed to do a thorough handover to the new incumbent such that absolutely everything will be in place for 2013 before he steps down.
This is a very important position within TBC. Anyone (male or female) interested in taking on this
role is encouraged to do so. Please let me know if you’d like to discuss this situation further.
Harvey Fuller

HAMO’S TeeBeeCee REPORT
FINANCIAL

BAR, BBQ & GAMING

BOWLS & MEMBERSHIP (TB &MC)

MEN’S BOWLING CLUB (TMBC)

Women’s Report

Mixed Bowls Report

Congratulations to Marilyn Brenner Elizabeth
Blackwell and Jenny Wallis for winning the district
triples and reaching the group playoff and sadly
were beaten in the final FANTASTIC effort indeed.

The next round of the Mixed Pairs is due to be
played on Sunday 2nd September, although the
grapevine says that J. Staniland+C. Lewis will play
Luka+G. Wood on Saturday the 1st.

Congratulations again to Marilyn for winning the
minor singles championship and well done to
Denise Gibson for being runner up.

The next round of the Open Pairs is scheduled to
be played on Sunday 28th October.

The district A G M was held last Monday and it’s
wonderful that Annette Fuller has been elected
again as Vice President. It is most important that
we have representation on the district at committee
level.
District Veterans Day and our Friendship Day are
both looming I hope our ladies enjoy these special
days.

WP.
(In arranging these messages for this Gazette, I came across this
little ditty at least FOUR times from different sources. I think I am
meant to print it out . Here goes - Ed)

Yesterday is a memory
Tomorrow is a promise
Today is a gift—and that is why it is
Called THE “PRESENT”

St Ives ladies won the Rose Bowl yesterday by 2
shots. So next year we will have to win back that.
AND the Turramurra Trophy !!!!!

Here’s a Thought.

IT’S a GIRL Alexis Faith born 22nd August both
well. Thanks for all the good wishes to myself
and the family.

Ever notice that the people who are late are often
much jollier than the people who have to wait for
them?

Sandy White, President

And another...

Mahjong and Card Day
Mahjong day is Monday 3rd September starting
at 1.30 pm $5, coffee and tea available.
Card day is Monday 17th September, 10.30
onwards/ Come and play Bridge, Scrabble, Whist,
Solo, AND Mahjong. Bring you friends and make
up a table.
We always need Mahjong players, especially new
players. So if you would like to learn, Jenny Wallis
is here to teach you.
Cost is $10 including lunch, lucky door prize and
raffle ticket. All are welcome.
Phone Jeanette Staniland ph: 9489 5616.

Age is mind over matter—if you don’t mind—it
doesn’t matter.

Note from the Trading Table
I have practically nothing of interest to sell on the
trading table except books, which have done
exceptionally well and obviously will continue
to do so. However, apart from craft work, and a
few bric-a-bracs, some odd pieces of jewellery,
we are indeed in dire need of fresh household
things to sell.
So, I am asking for new thoughts, any suggestions
that you may have. How about culling your old
DVDs, even though they will sell for a couple
of dollarS, they will cheer up someone’s lonely
evening.
So wishing you a happy cleaning out of cupboards—
Eva

PUTTBOWL©
At a time when club committee members are seeking
fresh ideas to attract new members, PuttBowl© is
one such novelty game created to entertain members
and friends visiting their club during open days and
membership drives.
Definitions:- (Refer to the green layout attached)*
The club bowling green becomes the (fairway).
The chalked circles become the (greens).
The chalked center spot of the green locates the
jack position.
The jack and circle link to become the golf (hole).
A set means the completion of six holes in the basic
game.
The ditches surrounding the club’s bowling green
become the (sand traps)
The symbol (T) marked on the left hand side of each
green’s circle locates the (mat) that may be placed
on either side of the circle.
The lawn bowl becomes the (golf ball).
The ditch around the club
Green, (fairway) represents a (sand trap).
Preparations:- (Refer to the green layout attached)*
• Choose one of your club’s greens to become the
fairway to play on.

• Note: All of the mats (T)s *may be placed on either
side of the greens, 1meter from their centre spots.
There are a number of ways to play PuttBowl©
• Players may choose to play a 6, 12, or 18 hole game
tallying up their scores at the completion of such
games (similar to playing golf).
• Completion of six holes may be classified as a game
all a set.
• Rather than tallying up the score for an 18 hole
game competition players may choose to play sets
comprising the best of a three sets to win their match
completing (18 holes).
• Players toss a coin to commence each game and the
winner has the choice as to who delivers first.
• Players tee off from the *(T) mark positioned next to
(green 4) by delivering their bowl (golf ball) to (green
1) ahead to commence their game, and then progress
in a clockwise direction around (the fairway).
• Depending on the number of players attending,
singles, pairs, triples, fours, or playing alone may be
organised to achieve the free flow of players on the
fairway during busy times.		
• When playing in singles or teams, each player use
one bowl each preferably different colours to identify
them.					

• Chalk up six circles (greens) on the fairway measuring
1meter minimum diameter normally, or larger on
open days to suit player skills.

•

• Spot the centre of the six circles to locate the jacks
as both link together to become the hole during
games, (explained later on)

• Resting bowls obstructing pathways to the green
and hole must not be lifted out of the way as done
in golf

• Chalk up the green numbers 1 to 6 within the 6
circles (greens).

• A player deliberately hitting such bowls into the ditch
will incur one penalty point for each bowl hit into the
ditch to be added to their score.			

• Position the center spots of Greens 1 to 4, * 4 m
from the side ditch plinths, and 3m from the rear and
front ditch plinths. 				
• Position Green 5 on the centre line of the fairway
21m distance measured from the centre spot on
Green 6.
• Position the (T) representing the (mat) 2m from the
rear ditch plinth, and 1m from either side of the
centre spot of Green 6.			

When playing in teams, the players observe the
same protocol as golfers do by alternating their
deliveries working towards the green or hole.

• Maneuvering deliveries around obstructing bowls or
gently resting them out of the way on the fairway
or green to create clear pathways is a feature that
requires considerable skill.
• The team or player scoring the lowest number
of points at the completion of each hole (green)
becomes first to tee off from the next (green).

• PuttBowl© may be played delivering Jacks instead
of lawn bowls*, then one bowl will be placed in the
center of each circle (green) to represent the golf
hole on the six greens.
• The use of jacks rather than bowls is formatted for
the children’s* PuttBowl©
The basic scoring procedure:• When a delivered bowl touches the jack positioned
in the centre of the circle (the green), the jack and
bowl must remain totally inside the line of the circle
(sunk) to score.
• Having agreed that the delivery had scored, that
player removes his/her bowl, repositions the Jack
if moved, to the centre spot, (the hole) to enable
following players to complete their deliveries.  Should
any bowl touch the Jack and comes to rest totally
outside the circle of the hole, the Jack must be
immediately returned to the centre spot of the green
to allow further deliveries to score as set out above.

• As in golf all bowlers deliver until his/her bowl
eventually touches the Jack and remains totally
inside the circle (the green) to score.		
• Similarly the players tally up their scores when all
players’ delivers on the green have been completed.  
NOTE: Attached is the layout of the green, Certain
specific details on this article and the table top version
have been omitted to limit the size of this issue for this
publication.
The above PuttBowl© format is subject to Copyright
associated with Super Bowl Reg. No J8720440 and
may be played socially by club members at their
club, and not be amended conducted or used for any
commercial purposes without first seeking my specific
approval.
The Innovator Barry Hamer

THE GAP PROGRAM©

continued FROM August /- Example; playing sessions and ends.
Playing each session is just like having a normal roll up
with a friend where only the gap in the score is noted
as follows.
End one: Assume that player “A” scores 4, at the
completion of this end the players proceed to play the
next end. (At this stage player Bs gap becomes -4)
End two: Assume that player “B” scores 1, at the
completion of this end the players proceed to play the
next end. (At this stage player Bs gap becomes -3) and
so on for 20 minutes.
This toggling process of the gap continues at the
completion of each end until the allocated time of 20
minutes arrives to end the session or sessions to record
the final gap.
Therefore the gap established at the end of each session
is then carried over to commence the next session.
Note: (The original players must never be
substituted) during the sessions of their program for
obvious reasons.

At the completion of the specified period say a
(minimum of 4 weeks up to 6 weeks) collating the gaps
from the score cards will clearly establish performance
trends for analysis by the players or coaches involved.
Positive improvement becomes obvious when other
club members observe both players moving faster up
their pennant grades, performing better in their club
Championships, and beyond representing their club.
I have developed and often used this training program,
seen it succeed at various levels and I welcome
coaches and bowlers who may wish to use this training
program in their club.
Note: The above format is subject to Copyright
associated with Super Bowl and may be played by club
members or carried out under the direction of their club
coaches, but not amended or used for commercial
purposes without first seeking my formal approval.
Good training readers.   The innovator   Barry Hamer   

SMILE A LITTLE
Aussie blokes are so good to women!!!
My wife and I walked past a swanky new restaurant last night.
“Did you smell that food, it smelt incredible?” she said.
Being the nice fellow I am, I thought: “Bugger it, I’ll treat her!”
So we walked past it again.

SIPPING VODKA
A new priest at his first mass was so nervous he could hardly speak. After mass he asked the monsignor how he
had done. The monsignor replied, ‘When I am worried about getting nervous On the pulpit, I put a glass of vodka
next to the water glass. If I start to get nervous, I take a sip.’
So next Sunday he took the monsignor’s advice. At the beginning of the sermon, he got nervous and took a drink.
He proceeded to talk up a storm.
Upon his return to his office after the mass, he found the following note on the door:
1) Sip the vodka, don’t gulp.
2) There are 10 commandments, not 12..
3) There are 12 disciples, not 10.
4) Jesus was consecrated, not constipated.
5) Jacob wagered his donkey, he did not bet his ass.
6) We do not refer to Jesus Christ as the late J.C.
7) The Father, Son, and Holy Ghost are not referred to as Daddy, Junior and the spooky.
8) David slew Goliath, he did not kick the sh*t out of him.
9) When David was hit by a rock and was knocked off his donkey, don’t say he was stoned off his ass.
10) We do Not refer to the cross as the ‘Big T.’
11) When Jesus broke the bread at the last supper he said, ‘take this and eat it for it is my body.’
‘ Eat me’

He did not say

12) The Virgin Mary is not called ‘ Mary with the Cherry’.
13) The recommended grace before a meal is not: Rub-A-Dub-Dub thanks for the grub, Yeah God.
(The Origination of this letter is unknown, I received it from a member of this club and am publishing it in good
humour- albeit American – Eva Morris Editor)
  

SCHOOL 1957 VS 2010
Scenario :
Johnny and Mark get into a fight after school.
1957 - Crowd gathers. Mark wins. Johnny and Mark
shake hands and end up best friends.
2010 - Police called, arrests Johnny and Mark..
Charge them with assault, both expelled even
though Johnny started it. Both children go to anger
management programs for 3 months. School
governors hold meeting to implement bullying
prevention programmes
Scenario :
Robbie won’t be still in class, disrupts other
students.
1957 - Robbie sent to office and given 6 of the best by
the Principal. Returns to class, sits still and does not
disrupt class again.
2010 - Robbie given huge doses of Ritalin. Becomes
a zombie. Tested for ADHD. Robbie’s parents get
fortnightly disability payments and School gets extra
funding from government because Robbie has a
disability.

Scenario:
Mark gets a headache and takes some aspirin to
school.
1957 - Mark gets glass of water from Principal to take
aspirin with.
2010 - Police called, Mark expelled from school for
drug taking. Car searched for drugs and weapons.
Scenario :
Johnny takes apart leftover fireworks from Guy
Fawkes night, puts them in a paint tin & blows up a
wasp’s nest.
1957 - Wasps die.
2010- Police & Anti-Terrorism Squad called. Johnny
charged with domestic terrorism, investigate parents,
siblings removed from home, computers confiscated..
Johnny’s Dad goes on a terror watch list and is never
allowed to fly again
Scenario :
Johnny falls while running during morning break
and scrapes his knee. He is found crying by his
teacher, Mary . Mary hugs him to comfort him.

Scenario:
Billy breaks a window in his neighbour’s car and
his Dad gives him a whipping with his belt.

1957 - In a short time, Johnny feels better and goes
on playing.

1957 - Billy is more careful next time, grows up
normal, goes to college, and becomes a successful
businessman.

2010 - Mary is accused of being a sexual predator
and loses her job. She faces 3 years in Prison. Johnny
undergoes 5 years of therapy.

2010 - Billy’s dad is arrested for child abuse. Billy
removed to foster care and joins a gang.

This should be sent to every e-mail address to show how stupid we have become!
(Note from Editor—Again the above was sent to me in good faith that it has some similarity with our lives. However I do not believe corporal
punishment in schools is a solution nowadays. Read this with a ‘pinch of salt’ )

WE LEAVE THE
COMPETITION
IN OUR WAKE...
TO GET THE BEST RESULT FOR YOU!

The difference is in our PERFORMANCE, DETERMINATION AND STAMINA.
Put it simply, it’s all about hard work.
When others feel the heat, we keep our cool; providing you with the best possible
service to achieve the out come you desire.

FOR ALL YOUR REAL ESTATE NEEDS.
9449 8844
Offices at Turramurra. St Ives. Lindfield. Gordon. Pymble. Roseville
e. sales@c21group.com
w. c21group.com

Cordeau Marshall

GROUP

Turramurra
Turramurra Bowling Club Limited
181 Bobbin Head Road
Turramurra NSW 2074 Australia
ABN 68 000 106 936
Tel: 02 9144 2800 Fax: 02 9440 8604

